SATHYA SAI INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATION – THE NEDERLANDS

International Satsang Region 72
13, 14 and 15 May 2016
Biezenmortel, The Netherlands

INVITATION
‘Happiness is your birthright; Peace is your innermost nature.’ - Sathya Sai
The Dutch Sathya Sai International Organisation is very happy to invite you for the biennial
International Satsang for Region 72 - Belgium, Denmark, Luxemburg, The Netherlands,
Norway, Iceland and Sweden. A certain number of places are also reserved for people from
Zone 7 outside of Region 72, so please feel free to contact us and participate. All are most
welcome as space permits!
The Satsang is held during the Pentecost Weekend from Friday, 13 May up to and including
Sunday, 15 May 2016 at the old convent ‘De Beukenhof’ in
Biezenmortel, a small village in the south of The Netherlands.

The Satsang theme is:

‘Peace’
Programme
As the theme for this weekend is the value ‘Peace’ we will explore
our inner peace based on fascinating lectures of our guest speakers,
Marianne Meyer of Denmark and George Bebedelis from Greece,
and interesting workshops taking place on Saturday afternoon.
The lectures and workshops are interspersed with beautiful (international) musical
contributions - including on Saturday the special music program ‘That one special Song’
about‘personal experiences from several devotees in relation to a song that has special
meaning for them. The Sathya Sai Seva Choir will also give a performance with the
participants from the choir workshop. There is also plenty of opportunity to relax together. In
the nearby area one can enjoy a walk in inland dunes.
The weekend begins on Friday, 13 May, arrival time 17:30. On arrival there will be soup and
bread. The evening programme starts at 19:30 with bhajans and a lecture by Marianne Meyer.
The weekend ends on Sunday afternoon with a lunch at 13.00.
Workshops
The workshops include: ‘The connection between Advaita and Peace’ by George Bebedelis;
‘Silence within me - a silent walk in nature’ by Elisabeth Oosterzee; ‘Peace in MySelf’ by
Inez Seeverens; ‘Inner Peace’ by Marianne van den Haak, ‘Value Game’ by Celestine
Jeunhomme, ‘See God in yourself’ by Thomas Rohland, ‘Peace in heart and mind with
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